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The Energy Market Today 
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Cost management

Decarbonisation

Security of supply

The energy trilemma



The Challenges that Energy Intensive 

Industry Face
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Energy Storage 
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Peak demand late in the afternoon
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Decarbonising the grid – 10GW of

coal and 10GW of gas removal by

2025

Taking 40% of generation in 7 yrs

could be a problem

8 GW of solar and 10 GW of wind to

replace this.

Combined Cycle Gas Turbines &

rotary engines are used to fill the

peak gap

This is inefficient

320MW of battery can do same job as

3,200 MW of CCGT



Sector Challenges
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Expensive fixed charges on energy bill

24/7/365 usage profile therefore using electricity at 

expensive times of the day 

TNUoS costs

DUoS costs



Record highs for demand side response

Source: ICIS 2021

Jan 5th ‘21 shortfall of 584MW, requesting additional 

supply or demand side response to compensate

Wind output averaged only 3.1GW compared to 

8.1GW in Jan 20

UK temps dropped to average 2.9degC below average 

for Jan 21

Mar 2 ‘21 UK cleared highest ever capacity market 

value

More than double previous record CM price

4.24 GW of capacity was bid and cleared in 1st day



Renewable Load Optimisation
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Solar generation tends to be in the middle of 

the day 

Site load is usually more levelised with peaks 

in the morning and peaks later in the day

The highest generation from the solar can be 

stored in the battery to use later in the day or 

early in the morning when there is not 

enough solar generation



Dynamic Containment

During its ‘soft launch’ the service can procure up 

to 500MW per day

Early 2021 service procurement to rise to 1GW

Daily procured service volume has peaked at 

277MW

To date 9,865MW has been accepted into the 

service

Volume largely supplied by Flextricity, Habitat 

Energy and Arenko

862MW has been rejected 
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New GB Frequency Balancing Services
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Introducing a Circular Solution 

The EV battery challenge

Batteries partially degrade

Range reduces Cost management

Decarbonisation

Security of supply

The energy trilemma

Utility of batteries extended in 

high volume/low cost stationary 

energy storage
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Greater utilisation of  

resources embedded 

within the batteries



£18b global energy 

storage market by 

2023

By 2030 the global 

demand for energy 

storage could be met 

by 2nd life EV 

batteries



A unique solution….
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Global energy storage market is 

growing at 31.5 CAGR

2020 EV sales £

CE has proven battery agnostic 

technology to ‘bridge the gap’

The only company successfully deploying 2nd life EV batteries in stationary energy storage systems, CE is ready to 

scale up its business in response to global trends

Electric vehicle sales are 

growing at 21.1 CAGR

2020 EV sales £



World leading innovators in energy storage & circular economy

• Dedicated to the design, manufacture and operation of world class energy storage 

systems.

• Management team with mature experience from automotive and energy sectors.

• Aiming to achieve ambitious international growth

Hardware and software 

system integrators

Manufacturing supply 

chain developers

Sales, operation and 

customer 

service providers

Project development 

and finance



Umicore - From commercial vehicle 

usage to powering battery recycling in 

Belgium.

• Global materials recycling group

• First second-life battery storage system in Belgium

• Uses 46 Renault Kangoo electric vehicle batteries

• Benefitting from reactive power and frequency 

response services

• Umicore will recycle the batteries at the end of their 

second life

Case Study



Thank you
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